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About This Game

Swords and Sorcery - Underworld is a party-based, first person view role-playing game with turn-based combat and a square
grid 3D environment. The art was made by a professional comics illustrator.

Abstract yet deeply tactical combat, with distance and timing management. Your characters can evade or enter the melee, wait
and take their turn a little later, hide, order the group forward or back. Many combat options will depend on positionning

choices you make.

Characters will develop a variety of abilities and strengths that depend on their class. Knights, for instance, learn Ambidextria,
Powerhouse and Berserk as they develop.

40 spells (Priest and Sorcerer, outdoor and indoor, combat and non-combat).

Over 100 illustrated enemies, many of which have one or two special abilities that offer varied challenges. Some, for instance
will summon new enemies. Some will throw bombs, turn characters to stone or lock them in an inferno until the battle ends... If

they survive that long...

250 items, many with magical or otherwise valuable properties.
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Three towns to discover and travel back to for food, equipment, healing and other services offered by NPCs.

Many unique NPCs that will offer quests, help your party gain in strength, guide you or deceive you.

Traps, puzzles, slides and teleports add a variety of non-combat challenges. Puzzles are largely integrated in your interaction
with the game world.

Dynamic world map illustrates 20 levels as they are discovered.

40 fullscreen story illustrations.

Find books to read that contain clues for quests and flesh out the backstory.

A bestiary allows you to collect notes on monsters containing clues for quests and indications as to how to defeat the monster
described.
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Title: Swords and Sorcery - Underworld - Definitive Edition
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
OlderBytes
Publisher:
OlderBytes
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1.6 Ghz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French
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swords and sorcery - underworld - definitive edition. swords and sorcery - underworld - definitive edition download. swords and
sorcery - underworld - definitive edition review

This is, by far, the best motorbike game ever made. Graphics, physics are like no other motorbike game has ever achieved.. Not
terrible, but overall just meh. The visual style was alright, though the "camera" tended to jump and wander around a lot (really
annoying after each death...). The puzzles and traps tended not to be very fun. You just died and died until you figured it out,
but you don't learn anything from any of it. Besides a few very subtle visual cues (but only some of the time), there's no way to
avoid the next trap but sheer dumb luck. The platforming was a little lacking, as well, I tended to get hung up on corners and
walls, and it was really hard to tell what was or was not going to be a platform or obstacle. Finally, I found the swinging
platforms really annoying, and one time I got stuck to one of them (!) so that when I moved it moved me+platform in whatever
direction (I couldn't jump off and couldn't die and just had to restart the level).

The best way to sum it up is that I missed two of the "friends" on my first playthrough and I don't find the gameplay compelling
enough to try to find them.. Got killed 3 times by a fish that thinks its a submarine.
10/10

PS... Snakes! Snakes everywhere! They will get you with their ninja stealth.. Pretty game for couple evenings. Great
soundtrack.. this game is very PD2\/Gta\/CSGO feel to it tho it would be even better if had oculas support
. game runs at only a low resolution, very simplistic. however game feels dull and uninspired. music is repetitive and of a low
quality. i have played it for approximately 10 minutes, and i know i will never play it again.. Probably the most useful item from
this DLC is the Stone Staff. Ranged, pinpoint accurate, fast-firing (depends on how fast you click), pierces enemies with a
secondary attack that excels in crowd-control. Would probably recommend getting it during a sale. Paying $5 for a staff seems
rather absurd.. pretty okay game but mb just drop and it says i gotta wait 30 days to comeback out then does some credits tells
me who made what who tested game do i really need to wait 30 days in real life or what or is this game not even finish. Well,
the idea is quite simple. You make a triangled web (which can be upgraded) that has to capture enemies. The enemies
occasionally leave behind green orbs (among upgrade and life orbs). The green orbs are used on certain points of the level
border. Most of the time you have to unlock 6 or more of the points to end the level. Does it still make any sense ? Anyway, it
starts off kinda fun, but the enemies in the later levels are too hard to capture, making it a frustrating experience. It's one of
those games you play for several minutes, then probably never touch again. If you can get it cheap, give it a shot. Otherwise you
aren't missing out on anything in my opinion.

[Rating: 73\/100]. Good game. Give it a try.
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Yeah its pretty good.
Art is bad, and it feels a bit janky. Doesn't matter.
Zooming around and blowing stuff up is really fun.

The skill cap goes through the roof.
If that bothers you, dont worry. The servers rotate through PvP and PvE game modes.
So that one guy who stomped you into the ground is now your buddy as the game throws you into a hoard survival mode.

At the time of writing, It doesn't feel like all the weapons are balanced at all.
Guns with slow fire rates are objectively bad, just because of how fast this game is.
Also the energy weapons that overheat in 2-3 shots are not viable.
(Protip: Gatling + Auto-aim mod is godlike. Everyone starts with these.)

Those are just balance concerns and are rather easy to adjust.
Mostly a non-issue, as its rather easy to unlock new weapons and stuff.

Overall its great!
Lots of Decent refrences too, if you're into that kinda thing.. Meh, this game was kind of boring. It is like playing an arcade side
scrolling shooter but with no challenging bosses.. Beautiful job on the visuals for this pack and there is a ton of freeware addons
that can either do other road names or fix this issues many on here just love to complain about. Highly recommend.. An
incredible CYOA, hands-down the best I've read from the Choice of Games catalogue. It helps if you've played Choice of the
Deathless first however, and better still if you're familiar with the Craft series (books 1, 2 and 4 are bloody good). Diving right
back in for another go!. MacGuffin looks like a small first person game, but some jokes made me laugh a lot!:) You may
complete it quickly (so the price is right) but there exist subtle hidden triggers that include some more gameplay
sequences/jokes. I’m sure I’m still missing some of these to trigger even more extra sequences.
Narration is good also, and nice OST.
. Feels unfinished. The controls are awkward and not configurable. The gameplay feels stiff and "laggy".. A fun way to get your
world war II game fix!. -Short Review-

+ Pros:

*Good art style

- Cons:

*Glitched \/ poorly orchestrated puzzles

*Repetitive back-tracking

*More HOG scenes than puzzles

*Slow hint\/skip system

*Short gameplay

**Overall: Don't buy this game unless it's on sale and you're really curious to try it.
But, you're better off trying some other HOG games.

+ . + . + . + .

I was one of the folks who supported this game on Greenlight, and I was really rooting for it - but it turned out to be an almost
complete disaster.
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I do like the art style and the concept of two sisters traveling in time (in short bursts, mind you), and the pendant that provides
time-traveling powers is a cool gimmick. But that's a drop in the bucket, I'm sad to say...

A number of the puzzles are broken, and at times I either had to wait until the 'skip' bar filled up (took about two minutes) or
reboot the game if the puzzle becomes unresponsive.

There was a puzzle in the subway where I had to line up the circuit lines in the power core and it just disappeared altogether.
Secondly, I was trying to organize a set of colored USB sticks to get a security passcode - saved my game and exited for a break,
and came back to see that the puzzle not only restarted but it was also stuck in the intro phase of the puzzle and I couldn't even
get the sticks to light up and get the code - I had to reboot again to get past it. Also, the fuse puzzle on the safe was frustrating
because I had to use a combination of four symbols without them touching - in the same columns or diagonally - and it's near
impossible to solve. It's incredibly frustrating to experience.

The puzzles and HOG scenes are the meat of the game, and since they're pretty much broken the game is rendered pointless and
frustrating - you'd really have to go out of your way to get it working.

Also, the story itself is another issue I have.

It's rushed, and there was a lot of potential to have it go in another direction but I guess the devs were strapped.
And there were some interesting additional characters (like a sooth-saying homeless man and a detective with a mysterious
past); they only appear once in the story and it's such a waste to cast their roles aside.

The homeless man acted like he knew about the secrets of the pendulum Lily and Madison had, and it seemed as if he could've
been part of a secret society, but he's never seen again after that initial meeting. Also, the detective would've added some more
depth - and length - to the story, but again, he was dropped after the first encounter. There just wasn't, ironically, enough time to
flesh them out in the game.

The story was short, choppy, and the ending - while ending on a happy note - it's unsatifying...

I had really hoped that this would be an enjoyable experience, but I just wasted $8 and five hours of my time trying to get past
tiresome glitches. There's no excuse for such a poor performance.
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